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Chapter 231: 231

Leon had already expected that Darya would have little stamina, but the situation was
even worse than he predicted . Since he had two work for fourteen hours straight and
could sleep for six hours, she was forced to stop several times to rest in the sewers .
However, resting in such places didn't help her that much since the air around was
enough to make her face turn blue .

Unfortunately, since the 'soil of the city was only thirty meters deep, Leon couldn't use
his mana . Otherwise, someone would notice his presence . Only after six hours of
walking through the sewers, they left that place, and Leon created some earth platforms
to rest . The smell of the sewers was left behind, but the stagnated air took its place,
and Darya didn't feel all that much better .

"You were right . . . it is worse than I imagined . " Darya said while looking toward all
directions and seeing nothing but destruction and poison mist .

Despite Darya's words, not a single warrior complained, but Leon heard some
grunts . . . it looked like Darya needed to use her head a little more before talking and
saying those insensible things .

After going down, Leon transported the four warriors until near the place where their
village was hidden . He was sure that they didn't want to show Darya where they were

currently living .



"Thanks for the help," Leon said . "I will keep training near the golems dungeon for a
while, if you guys or Eadmund wants to obtain more magic items, I will trade them for

coins, but don't take your time . "

The four warriors nodded, and then they left, after that, Leon headed toward the
elemental golems' dungeon .
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"Didn't you become their allies?" Darya asked . "Is because of me you cut your ties
with them?"

"No, we were working together, but only for a while," Leon explained . "I gave them
weapons and they gave me intel . . . more important than that . What do you intend to

do now? As you can see, the world down here isn't a good place to spend a vacation .
"

" . . . I have no idea what to do now . . . " Darya raised her head and looked at the thick
layer of earth that sustained the city above .

"Don't you have any relatives or friends who would be willing to take you in?" Leon
asked . "Maybe they could help you to start a new life with a new name . . . "

"I have relatives, but none of them would risk themselves to help me . " Darya showed
a self-deprecating smile . "I think they would even sell me to give my grandfather the
chance to punish me for my crimes . As for friends . . . I have none . Over the last ten
years, I have been working organizing and sending important information to the
frontlines, but since my memory was erased every day . . . "



"Ten years . . . by the way, how old are you?" Leon asked .
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"I'm twenty years old," Darya answered .

Leon frowned when he heard that since he couldn't imagine anyone sane putting a ten
years old kid doing such important work . It was crazy and inhuman to erase the
memories of a kid .

Darya

Health: 50/50

Mana: 2000/2000

Stamina: 44/44
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Active Skills: Telepathy Lv 259, Appraisal Lv 125, Analysis Lv 121

Passive Skills: Mental Fortitude Lv 100, Meditation Lv 120



Once Leon used Appraisal on her, he confirmed a few things, it looked like Darya had
been born with some talents, and that was why she had been selected to do that kind of
job . Although she was depressed and tired of it, she had the perfect skills to organize
and collect intel, and that was why her memories were deleted every day . It was to
avoid information leaking . . .

"Now that I think about it losing one's memories is a pretty scary thing . If that happens
over and over again . . . it wouldn't be strange if someone goes insane . But that
probably would never happen to Darya since her Mental Fortitude is at an astonishing
level . "

Maybe unlike Eadmund previous statements, Darya didn't have offensive skills because
she didn't have the opportunity to use them . Instead of letting her choose her path in
life, her grandfather decided the most convenient way to use her natural abilities . Leon
would have to confirm if that was indeed the case, but for the time being, he decided to
forget about it .

"Anyway . . . I don't intend to stay in this world forever . " Leon declared . "So, you
should think of a way to live a normal life up above . I will help you with that . . . as
long as that doesn't don't delay my plans . "

"Okay . . . by the way, do you intend to let me fly on this earth platform forever?"
Darya asked .

Since Leon said farewell to the four warriors, he was walking through the poison mist
while he was keeping Darya above the fog . She didn't have much health and probably
didn't have the Poison Resistance skill, so she wouldn't last long breathing that air .
There was also the problem of gravity . . . since Leon didn't want to stop letting her rest
every five minutes, it was better to let her stay above the mist .

"For the time being, yes," Leon answered . "If you want to enjoy this sweet fragrance,
wait until we approach the dungeon . "



Either way, sooner or later, Darya would have to get used to the poison mist and
gravity . Leon would have to heal her to avoid her death, but it would be a convenient
way to use his skills that could heal wounds and cancel status effects .

After a while, they finally reached the area near the dungeon, and Leon let Darya
experience both the hard gravity and the poison mist . In the end, that had been a bad
idea . . . she didn't have the strength to keep standing, and after breathing the thick mist
for a few seconds, she collapsed . . . Leon had to keep casting Heal on her for three
days straight until she finally woke up .
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Leon had already expected that Darya would have little stamina, but the situation was
even worse than he predicted . Since he had two work for fourteen hours straight and
could sleep for six hours, she was forced to stop several times to rest in the sewers .
However, resting in such places didnt help her that much since the air around was
enough to make her face turn blue .

Unfortunately, since the soil of the city was only thirty meters deep, Leon couldnt use
his mana . Otherwise, someone would notice his presence . Only after six hours of
walking through the sewers, they left that place, and Leon created some earth platforms
to rest . The smell of the sewers was left behind, but the stagnated air took its place,
and Darya didnt feel all that much better .

You were right . . . it is worse than I imagined . Darya said while looking toward all
directions and seeing nothing but destruction and poison mist .

Despite Daryas words, not a single warrior complained, but Leon heard some
grunts . . . it looked like Darya needed to use her head a little more before talking and
saying those insensible things .



After going down, Leon transported the four warriors until near the place where their
village was hidden . He was sure that they didnt want to show Darya where they were

currently living .

Thanks for the help, Leon said . I will keep training near the golems dungeon for a
while, if you guys or Eadmund wants to obtain more magic items, I will trade them for

coins, but dont take your time .

The four warriors nodded, and then they left, after that, Leon headed toward the
elemental golems dungeon .

Didnt you become their allies? Darya asked . Is because of me you cut your ties with
them?

No, we were working together, but only for a while, Leon explained . I gave them
weapons and they gave me intel . . . more important than that . What do you intend to

do now? As you can see, the world down here isnt a good place to spend a vacation .

. . . I have no idea what to do now . . . Darya raised her head and looked at the thick
layer of earth that sustained the city above .

Dont you have any relatives or friends who would be willing to take you in? Leon

asked . Maybe they could help you to start a new life with a new name . . .

I have relatives, but none of them would risk themselves to help me . Darya showed a
self-deprecating smile . I think they would even sell me to give my grandfather the
chance to punish me for my crimes . As for friends . . . I have none . Over the last ten
years, I have been working organizing and sending important information to the
frontlines, but since my memory was erased every day . . .

Ten years . . . by the way, how old are you? Leon asked .



Im twenty years old, Darya answered .

Leon frowned when he heard that since he couldnt imagine anyone sane putting a ten
years old kid doing such important work . It was crazy and inhuman to erase the
memories of a kid .

Darya

Health: 50/50

Mana: 2000/2000

Stamina: 44/44

Active Skills: Telepathy Lv 259, Appraisal Lv 125, Analysis Lv 121

Passive Skills: Mental Fortitude Lv 100, Meditation Lv 120

Once Leon used Appraisal on her, he confirmed a few things, it looked like Darya had
been born with some talents, and that was why she had been selected to do that kind of
job . Although she was depressed and tired of it, she had the perfect skills to organize
and collect intel, and that was why her memories were deleted every day . It was to
avoid information leaking . . .

Now that I think about it losing ones memories is a pretty scary thing . If that happens
over and over again . . . it wouldnt be strange if someone goes insane . But that
probably would never happen to Darya since her Mental Fortitude is at an astonishing
level .

Maybe unlike Eadmund previous statements, Darya didnt have offensive skills because
she didnt have the opportunity to use them . Instead of letting her choose her path in life,



her grandfather decided the most convenient way to use her natural abilities . Leon
would have to confirm if that was indeed the case, but for the time being, he decided to
forget about it .

Anyway . . . I dont intend to stay in this world forever . Leon declared . So, you should
think of a way to live a normal life up above . I will help you with that . . . as long as
that doesnt dont delay my plans .

Okay . . . by the way, do you intend to let me fly on this earth platform forever? Darya

asked .

Since Leon said farewell to the four warriors, he was walking through the poison mist
while he was keeping Darya above the fog . She didnt have much health and probably
didnt have the Poison Resistance skill, so she wouldnt last long breathing that air .
There was also the problem of gravity . . . since Leon didnt want to stop letting her rest
every five minutes, it was better to let her stay above the mist .

For the time being, yes, Leon answered . If you want to enjoy this sweet fragrance,
wait until we approach the dungeon .

Either way, sooner or later, Darya would have to get used to the poison mist and
gravity . Leon would have to heal her to avoid her death, but it would be a convenient
way to use his skills that could heal wounds and cancel status effects .

After a while, they finally reached the area near the dungeon, and Leon let Darya
experience both the hard gravity and the poison mist . In the end, that had been a bad
idea . . . she didnt have the strength to keep standing, and after breathing the thick mist
for a few seconds, she collapsed . . . Leon had to keep casting Heal on her for three
days straight until she finally woke up .
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Darya

Health: 50/50

Mana: 2000/2000

Stamina: 44/44

Active Skills: Telepathy Lv 259, Appraisal Lv 125, Analysis Lv 121

Passive Skills:Mental Fortitude Lv 100,Meditation Lv 120, Poison Resistance Lv 15

When Darya woke up, Leon used Appraisal on her, she obtained Poison Resistance,
and the skill leveled up a lot while she was unconscious . Her Gravity Resistance
probably leveled up a lot too, but Leon's Appraisal wasn't that strong yet . So, it
couldn't reveal more than that .

"I think I'm going to die . . . " Darya got up, showing an exhausted expression .
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"You are just hungry and weak," Leon said . "I made you drink some water, but I
couldn't feed you . . . normally, I wouldn't give you this, but since you are small and
your appetite must be thin, I will make an exception . "



Leon gave a massive chunk of meat, which was a dragon's heart to Darya . He hoped
that before she finished that, she gets used to rat's meat because he wanted to use every
single dragon heart to strengthen himself . After a while, Darya regained some color on
her face and energy as well .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Stamina Restoration .

Cost: 20 mana

Restores: 20 Stamina

Cooldown time: 1 second .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Controlling his mana inside of another being wasn't that complicated, so Leon learned
quite quickly . He now just had to make Darya lose some mana, and he would learn
how to transfer mana to another person . However, that wouldn't be useful to her since
she already had a lot of mana, to begin with . Regardless, Stamina Restoration would
be fundamental for Leon from that moment onwards since he was in a world where
everyone had massive pools of mana . He couldn't just overwhelm a group of enemies

with his mana, so he would have to strengthen and learn new physical skills to use in

case the need arises .

Elemental Golem's Core (Magma)



It increases the attack power of weapons in sixty percent against earth-type monsters .
It lasts for one hour .

Elemental Golem's Core (Thunder)

It increases the attack power of weapons in sixty percent against water-type monsters .
It lasts for one hour .

Leon wasn't the type of guy who would rely on luck, but after eating so many dragon
hearts, his luck increased a lot, and monsters finally started to drop some exciting
things . Since the elemental golems were made of the basic elements, they would
dissolve when they die, and nothing could be used from their bodies, but now with their

cores, things changed a little bit . Leon wasn't on the level where he could fight up
close using swords or other types of weapons, but he would have to obtain the strength
to fight like that too . He had no other choice . . .

"Although it looks ugly, this thing is quite good," Darya said while she was eating the
dragon's heart . "I just wish I could drink something sweet alongside this . "
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" . . . Try to infuse your mana in the earth below you . " Leon said after a long sigh .
"You should have high intelligence, and you have a massive pool of mana, so it should
be easy . "

Darya frowned at first, but she obeyed, and then she obtained control over a pretty
impressive amount of earth .

"Ah . . . so this is Earth Manipulation," Darya said .



"I thought this kind of thing would be common knowledge in your society," Leon said .

"It is, but only after a while, we start to practice," Darya explained . "Kids only learn
how to control their mana when they are ten years old and at school . Their parents
can't teach them . . . and when I began to work in the research center, I stopped going
to school . "

"Well . . . I guess you can compensate now for the lost time . " Leon scratched the back
of his head . "The same logic applies to the other three basic elements . . . "

Leon couldn't see Darya's other skills, but since he did that for years, she was more
suited to collecting and organizing intel . However, that kind of thing was useless in the
world below, so he decided to let her learn offensive magic . Eventually, she would
obtain the power to protect herself, and considering the massive mana pool she had, it
wouldn't take long .

Although Leon knew that Darya would learn how to manipulate, transform, and create
the four basic elements quite fast, he didn't imagine she would do that in a single day .
He couldn't help but facepalm in the front of a true genius magician . Maybe it was her
own latent talent or thanks to the mana crystal on her forehead . . . either way, it didn't
matter . Leon could easily imagine Darya learningMagma Spear in a single week . That
being said, despite her progress, Darya didn't look that excited .

"It looks like you thought your life would be different once you become free," Leon
said . "I can imagine that you dreamed of this day hundreds of times . "

"So, you noticed that, huh," Darya said . "I guess I was born in the wrong age . . . I
wanted to live in a world that could let me be free as much as I wanted . I can be free
down here, but I can only see how much destruction and sadness the society that treated

me like a slave created over the past seventy years . "



"I cannot say that you are wrong, but you are not right either," Leon said . "Thanks to
the society up above, you managed to live a life safe from the harvesters . . . maybe
your grandfather treated you like an employee instead of a grandchild, but that doesn't
mean he only made bad things . The world . . . the worlds cannot be that black and
white . "

Leon knew he was terrible at comforting people, but being realistic was the only thing
he could be at that moment like this . Dreams and wishes never helped him, so he could
only act like that and keep working hard in order to make his own luck and open his
own path .
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Darya

Health: 50/50

Mana: 2000/2000

Stamina: 44/44

Active Skills: Telepathy Lv 259, Appraisal Lv 125, Analysis Lv 121

Passive Skills:Mental Fortitude Lv 100,Meditation Lv 120, Poison Resistance Lv 15

When Darya woke up, Leon used Appraisal on her, she obtained Poison Resistance,
and the skill leveled up a lot while she was unconscious . Her Gravity Resistance
probably leveled up a lot too, but Leons Appraisal wasnt that strong yet . So, it couldnt
reveal more than that .



I think Im going to die . . . Darya got up, showing an exhausted expression .

You are just hungry and weak, Leon said . I made you drink some water, but I couldnt
feed you . . . normally, I wouldnt give you this, but since you are small and your
appetite must be thin, I will make an exception .

Leon gave a massive chunk of meat, which was a dragons heart to Darya . He hoped
that before she finished that, she gets used to rats meat because he wanted to use every
single dragon heart to strengthen himself . After a while, Darya regained some color on
her face and energy as well .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Stamina Restoration .

Cost: 20 mana

Restores: 20 Stamina

Cooldown time: 1 second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Controlling his mana inside of another being wasnt that complicated, so Leon learned
quite quickly . He now just had to make Darya lose some mana, and he would learn
how to transfer mana to another person . However, that wouldnt be useful to her since
she already had a lot of mana, to begin with . Regardless, Stamina Restoration would
be fundamental for Leon from that moment onwards since he was in a world where
everyone had massive pools of mana . He couldnt just overwhelm a group of enemies

with his mana, so he would have to strengthen and learn new physical skills to use in

case the need arises .

Elemental Golems Core (Magma)



It increases the attack power of weapons in sixty percent against earth-type monsters .
It lasts for one hour .

Elemental Golems Core (Thunder)

It increases the attack power of weapons in sixty percent against water-type monsters .
It lasts for one hour .

Leon wasnt the type of guy who would rely on luck, but after eating so many dragon
hearts, his luck increased a lot, and monsters finally started to drop some exciting
things . Since the elemental golems were made of the basic elements, they would
dissolve when they die, and nothing could be used from their bodies, but now with their

cores, things changed a little bit . Leon wasnt on the level where he could fight up close
using swords or other types of weapons, but he would have to obtain the strength to
fight like that too . He had no other choice . . .

Although it looks ugly, this thing is quite good, Darya said while she was eating the
dragons heart . I just wish I could drink something sweet alongside this .

. . . Try to infuse your mana in the earth below you . Leon said after a long sigh . You
should have high intelligence, and you have a massive pool of mana, so it should be
easy .

Darya frowned at first, but she obeyed, and then she obtained control over a pretty
impressive amount of earth .

Ah . . . so this is Earth Manipulation, Darya said .

I thought this kind of thing would be common knowledge in your society, Leon said .



It is, but only after a while, we start to practice, Darya explained . Kids only learn how
to control their mana when they are ten years old and at school . Their parents cant
teach them . . . and when I began to work in the research center, I stopped going to
school .

Well . . . I guess you can compensate now for the lost time . Leon scratched the back
of his head . The same logic applies to the other three basic elements . . .

Leon couldnt see Daryas other skills, but since he did that for years, she was more
suited to collecting and organizing intel . However, that kind of thing was useless in the
world below, so he decided to let her learn offensive magic . Eventually, she would
obtain the power to protect herself, and considering the massive mana pool she had, it
wouldnt take long .

Although Leon knew that Darya would learn how to manipulate, transform, and create
the four basic elements quite fast, he didnt imagine she would do that in a single day .
He couldnt help but facepalm in the front of a true genius magician . Maybe it was her

own latent talent or thanks to the mana crystal on her forehead . . . either way, it didnt
matter . Leon could easily imagine Darya learningMagma Spear in a single week . That
being said, despite her progress, Darya didnt look that excited .

It looks like you thought your life would be different once you become free, Leon said .
I can imagine that you dreamed of this day hundreds of times .

So, you noticed that, huh, Darya said . I guess I was born in the wrong age . . . I
wanted to live in a world that could let me be free as much as I wanted . I can be free
down here, but I can only see how much destruction and sadness the society that treated

me like a slave created over the past seventy years .

I cannot say that you are wrong, but you are not right either, Leon said . Thanks to the
society up above, you managed to live a life safe from the harvesters . . . maybe your



grandfather treated you like an employee instead of a grandchild, but that doesnt mean
he only made bad things . The world . . . the worlds cannot be that black and white .

Leon knew he was terrible at comforting people, but being realistic was the only thing
he could be at that moment like this . Dreams and wishes never helped him, so he could
only act like that and keep working hard in order to make his own luck and open his
own path .
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Creating a thin layer of mana around his body was easy, but moving the same layer at
high-speeds wasn't . So, Leon was having difficulties learning that spell . Still, he
wouldn't stop until he obtains it . Leon was sure that Haste wouldn't decrease the time
he recovers his health, mana, and stamina . But his goal was to increase his perception
and speed in order to at least duplicate his training speed . However, he couldn't do that
all day, and since Darya finally learned her first offensive spells, he decided to change
his routine a little .

"The best way to level up skill is by using them in stronger targets," Leon explained .
"So, I want you to use your offensive spells on me . "

"Why?" Darya frowned .

"I want to train my magic resistances," Leon answered . "While I can protect myself

from attacks using Mana Armor and Mana Shield, I can't use them forever since they

consume my mana . "



"I understand the logic, but . . . " Darya looked away . "We have been doing nothing but

practicing magic, and you don't let me fight against the golems . . . is this how you

spend your entire days?"

" . . . This is how I expend the entire day when I have an impossible goal to reach . "
Leon sighed . "Cross the universe using magic or using brute strength will be much
more difficult than invading the city above us . Anyway, it looks like you want to do
something else, but exactly you want to do?"

"I don't know . . . " Darya lowered her head .

"You said you wanted to be some kind of explorer, right?" Leon asked . "Exploring
your planet will be meaningless since the people here probably explored everything . . .
but you can still explore other worlds through dungeons . "

"You are right . . . but won't that be dangerous?" Darya frowned .

"How can you experience something new without exposing himself to some danger?"
Leon shook his head . "If you don't want to die, but still wants to see new things, there
is just one thing for you to do . "
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"Keep training, right?" Darya forced a smile .

"That's right . . . in worlds were dungeons and monsters exist, those who have power
can do pretty much anything," Leon said . "Just don't let power become your goal . . .
"



"I understand . " Darya nodded .

Darya's grandfather probably wasn't a person who became influential just because he
pursued power, but even if that was the case, he used his granddaughter as a tool . . . he
couldn't be considered an evil person, but he couldn't be considered good either . With

an example like that in her family, Darya probably wouldn't follow the wrong path .

Leon deactivated his Mana Shield and then let Darya attack him using Fire Bullets .
Although Leon's Fire Resistance was level twenty-five and his mentality reached a
decent level, he felt an annoying pain on his chest when he got hit . Darya's skills
didn't even reach level five, and she already could cause damage in Leon .

"Well . . . this is a bit frustrating and annoying, but I need to get used to the pain . "

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Faster than Leon imagined, the pain increased, and now he was being forced to heal the

wounds almost after every shot . . . the potential Darya had was terrific, but . . .



" . . . I can't keep doing this . " Darya stopped . "I can't keep wounding a . . . f-friend .
"

" . . . What are you? A bullied child who just moved to the neighborhood?" Leon
frowned . "Although I feel thankful for the consideration since you would scare me if
you liked this, this is necessary . For you and me . "

"Why?" Dary asked .

"You have no battle experience, and eventually, you will have to fight for your life . . .
and you can't hesitate in taking the life of an enemy," Leon explained . " If you wound
someone in the middle of a battle and hesitate while an enemy is suffering, he will use
that chance to kill you . "

"But still…" Darya hesitated .

"Geez… you have to understand that unless we make some sacrifices, we will never
obtain the power we want . " Leon sighed . " A certain person on my planet once said:
'the more you sweat in peace, the less you bleed in war . ' Do you get it? If we suffer

just a little now, we will suffer much less when the time comes to put our lives at risk .
"

"Okay… okay . " Darya sighed . "Just don't blame me if you regret it later . "

Although Darya said that, she made sure not to hit Leon's vital points . Unlike her
magic skills, her accuracy wasn't leveling up at an astonishing pace, and Leon sighed in
relief . She was talented in magic, but even genius had to work hard .
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From that point onward, Leon and Darya spent several hours every day to train her
attack and his magic resistances . Although Darya was progressing much faster, Leon
didn't feel bothered by it .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 2442 +

Stamina: 145 +

Strength: 122 +

Dexterity: 69 +

Speed: 116 +

Intelligence: 449 +

Endurance: 122 +

Control: 149 +

Mentality: 156 +

Luck: 42 +



Recovery: 696 +

Willpower: 119 +

Coins: 62541236

Status: 0

Skill List

Active Skills: Mana Armor Lv 29, Mana Shield Lv 26, Mana Dominion Lv 37, Cure
Burns Lv 23, Heal Lv 24, Regeneration Lv 19, Full-Recover Lv 04, Seal Lv 40,
Appraisal Lv 13, Mana Concealment Lv 15, Stamina Restoration Lv 07, Mana

Infusion Lv 07

Passive Skills: Pain Resistance Lv 30, Fire Resistance Lv 30, Cook Lv 43, Poison
Resistance Lv 39, Underwater Resistance Lv 22, Wind Resistance Lv 15, Ice
Resistance Lv 19, Sleep Resistance Lv 30, Thunder Resistance Lv 23, Earth
Resistance Lv 14, Gravity Resistance Lv 20,
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Creating a thin layer of mana around his body was easy, but moving the same layer at
high-speeds wasnt . So, Leon was having difficulties learning that spell . Still, he
wouldnt stop until he obtains it . Leon was sure that Haste wouldnt decrease the time he
recovers his health, mana, and stamina . But his goal was to increase his perception and
speed in order to at least duplicate his training speed . However, he couldnt do that all
day, and since Darya finally learned her first offensive spells, he decided to change his
routine a little .



The best way to level up skill is by using them in stronger targets, Leon explained . So,
I want you to use your offensive spells on me .

Why? Darya frowned .

I want to train my magic resistances, Leon answered . While I can protect myself from

attacks using Mana Armor and Mana Shield, I cant use them forever since they

consume my mana .

I understand the logic, but . . . Darya looked away . We have been doing nothing but

practicing magic, and you dont let me fight against the golems . . . is this how you

spend your entire days?

. . . This is how I expend the entire day when I have an impossible goal to reach . Leon
sighed . Cross the universe using magic or using brute strength will be much more
difficult than invading the city above us . Anyway, it looks like you want to do
something else, but exactly you want to do?

I dont know . . . Darya lowered her head .

You said you wanted to be some kind of explorer, right? Leon asked . Exploring your
planet will be meaningless since the people here probably explored everything . . . but
you can still explore other worlds through dungeons .

You are right . . . but wont that be dangerous? Darya frowned .

How can you experience something new without exposing himself to some danger?
Leon shook his head . If you dont want to die, but still wants to see new things, there
is just one thing for you to do .



Keep training, right? Darya forced a smile .

Thats right . . . in worlds were dungeons and monsters exist, those who have power can
do pretty much anything, Leon said . Just dont let power become your goal . . .

I understand . Darya nodded .

Daryas grandfather probably wasnt a person who became influential just because he
pursued power, but even if that was the case, he used his granddaughter as a tool . . . he
couldnt be considered an evil person, but he couldnt be considered good either . With

an example like that in her family, Darya probably wouldnt follow the wrong path .

Leon deactivated his Mana Shield and then let Darya attack him using Fire Bullets .
Although Leons Fire Resistance was level twenty-five and his mentality reached a
decent level, he felt an annoying pain on his chest when he got hit . Daryas skills didnt
even reach level five, and she already could cause damage in Leon .

Well . . . this is a bit frustrating and annoying, but I need to get used to the pain .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Faster than Leon imagined, the pain increased, and now he was being forced to heal the

wounds almost after every shot . . . the potential Darya had was terrific, but . . .



. . . I cant keep doing this . Darya stopped . I cant keep wounding a . . . f-friend .

. . . What are you? A bullied child who just moved to the neighborhood? Leon

frowned . Although I feel thankful for the consideration since you would scare me if
you liked this, this is necessary . For you and me .

Why? Dary asked .

You have no battle experience, and eventually, you will have to fight for your life . . .
and you cant hesitate in taking the life of an enemy, Leon explained . If you wound
someone in the middle of a battle and hesitate while an enemy is suffering, he will use
that chance to kill you .

But still… Darya hesitated .

Geez… you have to understand that unless we make some sacrifices, we will never
obtain the power we want . Leon sighed . A certain person on my planet once said: the
more you sweat in peace, the less you bleed in war . Do you get it? If we suffer just a

little now, we will suffer much less when the time comes to put our lives at risk .

Okay… okay . Darya sighed . Just dont blame me if you regret it later .

Although Darya said that, she made sure not to hit Leons vital points . Unlike her magic
skills, her accuracy wasnt leveling up at an astonishing pace, and Leon sighed in relief .
She was talented in magic, but even genius had to work hard .

From that point onward, Leon and Darya spent several hours every day to train her
attack and his magic resistances . Although Darya was progressing much faster, Leon
didnt feel bothered by it .



Health: 154 +

Mana: 2442 +

Stamina: 145 +

Strength: 122 +

Dexterity: 69 +

Speed: 116 +

Intelligence: 449 +

Endurance: 122 +

Control: 149 +

Mentality: 156 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 696 +

Willpower: 119 +

Coins: 62541236



Status: 0

Skill List

Active Skills: Mana Armor Lv 29, Mana Shield Lv 26, Mana Dominion Lv 37, Cure
Burns Lv 23, Heal Lv 24, Regeneration Lv 19, Full-Recover Lv 04, Seal Lv 40,
Appraisal Lv 13, Mana Concealment Lv 15, Stamina Restoration Lv 07, Mana

Infusion Lv 07

Passive Skills: Pain Resistance Lv 30, Fire Resistance Lv 30, Cook Lv 43, Poison
Resistance Lv 39, Underwater Resistance Lv 22, Wind Resistance Lv 15, Ice
Resistance Lv 19, Sleep Resistance Lv 30, Thunder Resistance Lv 23, Earth
Resistance Lv 14, Gravity Resistance Lv 20,
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In the end, Leon had to practice for two weeks before he could learn . Around the same
time that he learned Haste, his supply of dragon hearts finally ended, and now Leon and

Darya were forced to eat rat meat . . . none of them wanted to do that, but they had no
other choice . As expected, the meat wasn't any good, and it was hard to chew . . .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Haste .

Cost: 20 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .



Although his meals became poor, Leon soon forgot about it thanks to Haste . At level
one, that skill increased by one percent, his moving speed, perception, and reflexes .
And it would become even better the more he uses it . The cost was a bit troublesome,
but it couldn't be helped since the effects were outstanding .

"Things will get interesting when I learn Slow . . . "

Despite the power of his new weapon, Leon knew that with his current status, he
couldn't keep using Haste for more than a minute if he tries to run at his top speed . He
didn't even have enough mana to keep Haste active forever, much less stamina .
Fortunately, Leon could meditate while using Haste to increase the period he could use
the skill for a while, and he also duplicated the leveling up speed of Meditation .

"If I buy mana potions, I will be able to level up that skill quite fast . . . but I already
spent too much time learning a single spell . This time I will learn Slow . . . slowly . . .
I can't believe I'm thinking about this . "

While Leon was thinking that, Darya was behind him trying to learn Mana Armor .
Although they faced a few elemental golems here and there, it was time to meet some
real challenges . Otherwise, Leon's senses would get dull, and Darya also needed to get
used to the tension of a real battle . And that was why she was learning that skill, even
though she was terrible at being patient .

"Stop twitching your eyebrows every five seconds . . . " Leon sighed . "You won't be
able to control your mana unless you relax . "

"How can I relax on this dirty floor and when everything, even me, is smelling?!"
Darya got up and stomped on the ground . "I hate this place!"

According to what Leon learned from Hammath, the system translated the words of

sentient beings of different worlds . Somehow the mana of the worlds translated their



words, so Darya was supposed to be twenty-years-old in Earth years, but she behaved
like a spoiled teenager . That was probably because her life experiences were always
deleted for the past ten years . . .

"I'm sure you will like a real battlefield even more," Leon said . "I don't know which

direction the frontlines are, but I'm sure you can guide me . Although the people of the
city above can see some recorded battles, they can't feel the smell of death and rotting
bodies . . . You will feel alive the very moment when you fight and make monsters
blood rain over your body and . . . "googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"Stop! Stop! All right . . . I won't complain anymore . " Darya sat down and closed her
eyes .

Leon sighed again . . . Although Darya wanted to be an explorer, she was a scaredy-cat
and hated bloody stories . So, Leon couldn't imagine her realizing her dream of

exploring new places… the only for her to do that was to cross worlds using dungeons,
but she would have to pass numerous battlefields .

Congratulations! The skill Bash has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Throw has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

Congratulations! The skill Strong Arms has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Stamina Restoration has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon couldn't imagine himself learning a new offensive spell before Darya learnsMana

Armor, so he decided to make good use of his Stamina Restoration to practice his few
skills that consumed stamina .

"I guess I can surprise enemies quite frequently if I activate Haste right before every
attack . . . that way, I can save some mana and stamina while I also increase the
damage I cause . "

Training magic required a lot of concentration, so now that Leon was using his stamina

instead of his mana to train, he could use his head more and think of ways to improve .
Still, Leon realized that his head worked in strange ways, even though he was
practicing with Emperor's Katana, he had the idea to create his first magic staff . . . it
was a bit late to notice that, but he never used a weapon that was appropriate for
mages .

"Now that I think about it . . . what would happen if I create a gun and try to seal the
spirit of a monster inside of it? Will I manage to create a magic gun?"

It was an exciting idea, but Leon was sure that it would have some severe restrictions .
He imagined himself using a gun and shooting like twenty magic projectiles per second,
but… it wouldn't be that convenient .

"Well, even I don't know much about guns, as long as I give the right shape, it should
work . "



It would be great if Leon could create the smaller version of the railgun, but he doubted
that he could . Anyway, Leon created a replica of a handgun . The shape was a bit
weird, but the trigger was working, so Leon was okay with that… it would be even a

better idea to create a magic gun that didn't need a trigger, one where the user just has
to pour in his mana… but Leon decided to try that later .
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In the end, Leon had to practice for two weeks before he could learn . Around the same
time that he learned Haste, his supply of dragon hearts finally ended, and now Leon and

Darya were forced to eat rat meat . . . none of them wanted to do that, but they had no
other choice . As expected, the meat wasnt any good, and it was hard to chew . . .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Haste .

Cost: 20 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Although his meals became poor, Leon soon forgot about it thanks to Haste . At level
one, that skill increased by one percent, his moving speed, perception, and reflexes .
And it would become even better the more he uses it . The cost was a bit troublesome,
but it couldnt be helped since the effects were outstanding .

Things will get interesting when I learn Slow . . .

Despite the power of his new weapon, Leon knew that with his current status, he
couldnt keep using Haste for more than a minute if he tries to run at his top speed . He
didnt even have enough mana to keep Haste active forever, much less stamina .



Fortunately, Leon could meditate while using Haste to increase the period he could use
the skill for a while, and he also duplicated the leveling up speed of Meditation .

If I buy mana potions, I will be able to level up that skill quite fast . . . but I already
spent too much time learning a single spell . This time I will learn Slow . . . slowly . . .
I cant believe Im thinking about this .

While Leon was thinking that, Darya was behind him trying to learn Mana Armor .
Although they faced a few elemental golems here and there, it was time to meet some
real challenges . Otherwise, Leons senses would get dull, and Darya also needed to get
used to the tension of a real battle . And that was why she was learning that skill, even
though she was terrible at being patient .

Stop twitching your eyebrows every five seconds . . . Leon sighed . You wont be able
to control your mana unless you relax .

How can I relax on this dirty floor and when everything, even me, is smelling?! Darya
got up and stomped on the ground . I hate this place!

According to what Leon learned from Hammath, the system translated the words of

sentient beings of different worlds . Somehow the mana of the worlds translated their

words, so Darya was supposed to be twenty-years-old in Earth years, but she behaved
like a spoiled teenager . That was probably because her life experiences were always
deleted for the past ten years . . .

Im sure you will like a real battlefield even more, Leon said . I dont know which

direction the frontlines are, but Im sure you can guide me . Although the people of the
city above can see some recorded battles, they cant feel the smell of death and rotting
bodies . . . You will feel alive the very moment when you fight and make monsters
blood rain over your body and . . .



Stop! Stop! All right . . . I wont complain anymore . Darya sat down and closed her
eyes .

Leon sighed again . . . Although Darya wanted to be an explorer, she was a scaredy-cat
and hated bloody stories . So, Leon couldnt imagine her realizing her dream of

exploring new places… the only for her to do that was to cross worlds using dungeons,
but she would have to pass numerous battlefields .

Congratulations! The skill Bash has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Throw has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Strong Arms has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Stamina Restoration has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon couldnt imagine himself learning a new offensive spell before Darya learns Mana
Armor, so he decided to make good use of his Stamina Restoration to practice his few
skills that consumed stamina .



I guess I can surprise enemies quite frequently if I activate Haste right before every
attack . . . that way, I can save some mana and stamina while I also increase the
damage I cause .

Training magic required a lot of concentration, so now that Leon was using his stamina

instead of his mana to train, he could use his head more and think of ways to improve .
Still, Leon realized that his head worked in strange ways, even though he was
practicing with Emperors Katana, he had the idea to create his first magic staff . . . it
was a bit late to notice that, but he never used a weapon that was appropriate for
mages .

Now that I think about it . . . what would happen if I create a gun and try to seal the
spirit of a monster inside of it? Will I manage to create a magic gun?

It was an exciting idea, but Leon was sure that it would have some severe restrictions .
He imagined himself using a gun and shooting like twenty magic projectiles per second,
but… it wouldnt be that convenient .

Well, even I dont know much about guns, as long as I give the right shape, it should
work .

It would be great if Leon could create the smaller version of the railgun, but he doubted
that he could . Anyway, Leon created a replica of a handgun . The shape was a bit
weird, but the trigger was working, so Leon was okay with that… it would be even a

better idea to create a magic gun that didnt need a trigger, one where the user just has
to pour in his mana… but Leon decided to try that later .
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After defeating a magma golem, Leon sealed its spirit inside the gun, and he smirked
when he analyzed his new toy .

Blazing gun

It grants the wearer the skill: Magma Bullet Lv 20 . If the user has the spell, the
damage caused by the projectile will increase according to the user spell level .

It can shoot three bullets per second .

Cost: 30 mana .

"Not bad for a first try . . . "

Few people would be able to use that more than ten times on Earth, but the power of
every bullet would be the real deal . Not in the long run, but to some extent, it was
better to use a weapon like that instead of learning magic .

" . . . I keep increasing the number of things I can do and the ways I can defeat the
enemies . However, increasing my cards also decrease the time I can practice other
skills . . . "

Leon decided to store the blazing gun, if he manages to create another one, he would be
able to increase the damage he could cause at some golems by manifold, but the mana
cost wasn't something to laugh at . . . Anyway, Leon made a mental note to learn
Magma Bullet later, because he felt that Darya finally learned Mana Armor . Just as he
had expected, Darya got up and sighed in relief .

"What is the next step?" Darya asked .



"Level up yourMana Armor," Leon answered . "Keep it activated at all times and retreat
when you see that your mana is about to end . "

Darya nodded and then Leon didn't waste time, he shot three Fire Bullets that made
Darya open her eyes widely because she lost a lot of mana .

"Wait, Wait!" Darya said . "If you shot again, I will be hit . "

"I didn't expect much from a level one skill, but this is . . . how many times it leveled

up?" Leon asked

"Nine . . . it became level ten just now . " Darya frowned . "I guess you already
surpassed the level of regular guards that work in the city . . . all thanks to the dragon
hearts . "

"Thanks to my hard work . " Leon frowned . "No one gave those dragon hearts to me .
Regardless, we will try to clear the dungeon when your Mana Armor reaches level
twenty . "

Leon didn't know the difference in power between an ordinary guard and the soldiers

who fought at the frontlines against the harvesters . But before trying to challenge the
harvester to obtain the knowledge he wanted, he would have to surpass the first group .
Practicing spells against each other was already better than fighting against the
elemental golems, the problem was that mana was continually being used . So, they had
to buy mana potions at the dungeon shop .

The next day, Leon and Darya walked toward the dungeon . Darya was very tense
because they wanted to test how well she could fare against an elemental golem alone .
At that moment, she could only use Earth, Water, Wind, Fire Bullets, and the next
level of offensive spells, which were Earth, Water, Wind, and Fire Arrows .



"Just relax, okay?" Leon said . "This is just a test to make you gain confidence . Fear
can keep you from making mistakes, but if you let it control you, you make even more
mistakes . "

"Okay . . . " Darya breathed in deeply .

Against elemental golems, Fire Punch, and the other spells like that would help Darya
to make them stay away . She could learn those in one week, but Leon decided not to
give her that time . . . Darya needed to get used to the fear . As a mage, sometimes,
Darya will have to keep enemies from approaching, but that couldn't be her sole goal in
a battle . It was better to defeat them faster using spells that cause more damage instead

of using the weaker ones, which could give her more time but prolong the battle for too
long .

The first golem that appeared had been a ice golem . Without even aiming for a few

seconds, Darya shot several Fire Arrows, it wasn't a surprise since she didn't aim, but
she missed the target .

"They are slow . . . so you have time to aim," Leon said . "Lose some seconds, in the
beginning, to make your aim steady, and you will be able to cause damage non-stop
until the monster dies . Remember, even if you fail, Mana Armor will protect you . "

Darya breathed deeply to calm her nerves and to stop her arms from trembling . . . Leon
recalled the moments he spent training Gisela . Both of them had talent in different

fields, but Darya didn't suffer as Gisela did . She didn't have an easy life, but unlike
Gisela, at some moment, she accepted that everything couldn't be helped . She didn't
understand that she could have changed her fate a long time ago, Darya just needed to
be a bit braver…

There were two ways to defeat a golem, destroy him before he could regenerate its

body, or attacks its core as much as possible . It was hard to be sure, but based on
Leon's experience, the core could receive half of the damage the body could before



running out of juice . The problem with that tactic was that by doing that, the golems
wouldn't drop their cores no matter what, but that wasn't a problem since the drop rate

was low to being with . Besides, it was faster to kill it that way . . . one just has to have
a good aim .

Instead of trying to hit the core, Darya shot Fire Arrows at the ice golem's legs . A few

of her attacks didn't hit the mark, but since she calmed down, Darya managed to stop
the golem's approach by destroying its legs . Once the creature slowed down to repair
its legs, Darya managed to get rid of her nervousness and attacked non-stop . . . at the
monster's legs . Eventually, the beast died, but Darya had to use half of her mana . . .
she was still afraid of fighting, and that was making her use more mana than she was
supposed to .
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After defeating a magma golem, Leon sealed its spirit inside the gun, and he smirked
when he analyzed his new toy .

Blazing gun

It grants the wearer the skill: Magma Bullet Lv 20 . If the user has the spell, the
damage caused by the projectile will increase according to the user spell level .

It can shoot three bullets per second .

Cost: 30 mana .

Not bad for a first try . . .



Few people would be able to use that more than ten times on Earth, but the power of
every bullet would be the real deal . Not in the long run, but to some extent, it was
better to use a weapon like that instead of learning magic .

. . . I keep increasing the number of things I can do and the ways I can defeat the
enemies . However, increasing my cards also decrease the time I can practice other
skills . . .

Leon decided to store the blazing gun, if he manages to create another one, he would be
able to increase the damage he could cause at some golems by manifold, but the mana
cost wasnt something to laugh at . . . Anyway, Leon made a mental note to learn
Magma Bullet later, because he felt that Darya finally learned Mana Armor . Just as he
had expected, Darya got up and sighed in relief .

What is the next step? Darya asked .

Level up your Mana Armor, Leon answered . Keep it activated at all times and retreat
when you see that your mana is about to end .

Darya nodded and then Leon didnt waste time, he shot three Fire Bullets that made
Darya open her eyes widely because she lost a lot of mana .

Wait, Wait! Darya said . If you shot again, I will be hit .

I didnt expect much from a level one skill, but this is . . . how many times it leveled up?
Leon asked

Nine . . . it became level ten just now . Darya frowned . I guess you already surpassed
the level of regular guards that work in the city . . . all thanks to the dragon hearts .



Thanks to my hard work . Leon frowned . No one gave those dragon hearts to me .
Regardless, we will try to clear the dungeon when your Mana Armor reaches level
twenty .

Leon didnt know the difference in power between an ordinary guard and the soldiers
who fought at the frontlines against the harvesters . But before trying to challenge the
harvester to obtain the knowledge he wanted, he would have to surpass the first group .
Practicing spells against each other was already better than fighting against the
elemental golems, the problem was that mana was continually being used . So, they had
to buy mana potions at the dungeon shop .

The next day, Leon and Darya walked toward the dungeon . Darya was very tense
because they wanted to test how well she could fare against an elemental golem alone .
At that moment, she could only use Earth, Water, Wind, Fire Bullets, and the next
level of offensive spells, which were Earth, Water, Wind, and Fire Arrows .

Just relax, okay? Leon said . This is just a test to make you gain confidence . Fear can
keep you from making mistakes, but if you let it control you, you make even more
mistakes .

Okay . . . Darya breathed in deeply .

Against elemental golems, Fire Punch, and the other spells like that would help Darya
to make them stay away . She could learn those in one week, but Leon decided not to
give her that time . . . Darya needed to get used to the fear . As a mage, sometimes,
Darya will have to keep enemies from approaching, but that couldnt be her sole goal in
a battle . It was better to defeat them faster using spells that cause more damage instead

of using the weaker ones, which could give her more time but prolong the battle for too
long .

The first golem that appeared had been a ice golem . Without even aiming for a few

seconds, Darya shot several Fire Arrows, it wasnt a surprise since she didnt aim, but
she missed the target .



They are slow . . . so you have time to aim, Leon said . Lose some seconds, in the
beginning, to make your aim steady, and you will be able to cause damage non-stop
until the monster dies . Remember, even if you fail, Mana Armor will protect you .

Darya breathed deeply to calm her nerves and to stop her arms from trembling . . . Leon
recalled the moments he spent training Gisela . Both of them had talent in different

fields, but Darya didnt suffer as Gisela did . She didnt have an easy life, but unlike
Gisela, at some moment, she accepted that everything couldnt be helped . She didnt
understand that she could have changed her fate a long time ago, Darya just needed to
be a bit braver…

There were two ways to defeat a golem, destroy him before he could regenerate its

body, or attacks its core as much as possible . It was hard to be sure, but based on
Leons experience, the core could receive half of the damage the body could before
running out of juice . The problem with that tactic was that by doing that, the golems
wouldnt drop their cores no matter what, but that wasnt a problem since the drop rate

was low to being with . Besides, it was faster to kill it that way . . . one just has to have
a good aim .

Instead of trying to hit the core, Darya shot Fire Arrows at the ice golems legs . A few

of her attacks didnt hit the mark, but since she calmed down, Darya managed to stop
the golems approach by destroying its legs . Once the creature slowed down to repair its
legs, Darya managed to get rid of her nervousness and attacked non-stop . . . at the
monsters legs . Eventually, the beast died, but Darya had to use half of her mana . . .
she was still afraid of fighting, and that was making her use more mana than she was
supposed to .
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